
 

 

 
 

Lantern 42439-EP1-1 - TELEshadowPORTATION 
The Traditional Family 
 
 
The artist Eva Petric’s main materials are intangible: Light and shadow. As such, it was quite natural for 
her to collaborate with LOBMEYR on our 200 years anniversary to take her materials of choice and have 
them transcend time and history. Selecting historical lanterns from over 400 years of history, she applied 
her signature graphic style onto the glass panes of these lanterns. Now these fixtures not only fulfil their 
function as light fixtures, they also cast the shadows into their space, transcending space and time. 
 
This lantern is a contemporary design from 2003. It bears an engraved pattern. 
 
Design: Eva Petric, 2023 Dia.: 25 cm, H.: 45 cm; Weight: 3 kg 

Material: Brass, lead-free glass; Finish: Nickel Lights: 1 bulb; Max. Wattage: 60 W  

Special requests: Metal parts in different finishes. Various décor variations 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Lantern 4194 EP2-1 - TELEshadowPORTATION 
The Biedermeier Family 
 
 
The artist Eva Petric’s main materials are intangible: Light and shadow. As such, it was quite natural for 
her to collaborate with LOBMEYR on our 200 years anniversary to take her materials of choice and have 
them transcend time and history. Selecting historical lanterns from over 400 years of history, she applied 
her signature graphic style onto the glass panes of these lanterns. Now these fixtures not only fulfil their 
function as light fixtures, they also cast the shadows into their space, transcending space and time. 
 
This lantern is a historic design from around 1840, a Biedermeier classic. It has been decorated with 
engraved and then hand-painted patterns in a colour matching the frame. 
 
Design: Eva Petric, 2023 Dia.: 20 cm, H.: 48 cm; Weight: 5 kg 

Material: Brass; Finish: Black lacquer Lights: 1 bulb; Max. Wattage: 60 W  

Special requests: Metal parts in different finishes, other sizes or applications upon request. Various 
décor variations 
 



 

 

 
 

Lantern 4170-EP2-1 - TELEshadowPORTATION 
The Brass Family 
 
 
The artist Eva Petric’s main materials are intangible: Light and shadow. As such, it was quite natural for 
her to collaborate with LOBMEYR on our 200 years anniversary to take her materials of choice and have 
them transcend time and history. Selecting historical lanterns from over 400 years of history, she applied 
her signature graphic style onto the glass panes of these lanterns. Now these fixtures not only fulfil their 
function as light fixtures, they also cast the shadows into their space, transcending space and time. 
 
This lantern is a historic design from around 1750, a high baroque classic. It bears an engraved pattern 
with partly painted accents in colours matching the frame. 
 
Design: Eva Petric, 2023 Dia.: 33 cm, H.: 50 cm; Weight: 4 kg 

Material: Brass; Finish: Antique Lights: 1 bulb; Max. Wattage: 60 W  

Special requests: Other metal finishes. Various décor variations 

 



 

 

 
 

Lantern 4196- EP2-1 - TELEshadowPORTATION 
The Contemporary Family 
 
 
The artist Eva Petric’s main materials are intangible: Light and shadow. As such, it was quite natural for 
her to collaborate with LOBMEYR on our 200 years anniversary to take her materials of choice and have 
them transcend time and history. Selecting historical lanterns from over 400 years of history, she applied 
her signature graphic style onto the glass panes of these lanterns. Now these fixtures not only fulfil their 
function as light fixtures, they also cast the shadows into their space, transcending space and time. 
 
This lantern is a historic design from around 1600, a timeless classic. It bears an engraved pattern that is 
partly hand-painted with various metallic colours. 
 
Design: Eva Petric, 2023 Dia.: 38 cm, H.: 65 cm; Weight: 3 kg 

Material: Brass; Finish: Antique Lights: 1 x E27; Max. Wattage: 60 W  

Special requests: Other metal finishes. Various décor variations 

 


